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Abstract
15

Although it is generally accepted that viruses (phages) drive bacterial evolution, how these
dynamics play out in the wild remains poorly understood. Here we show that the arms race
between phages and their hosts is mediated by large and highly diverse mobile genetic elements.
These phage-defense elements display exceedingly fast evolutionary turnover, resulting in
differential phage susceptibility among clonal bacterial strains while phage receptors remain
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invariant. Protection afforded by multiple elements is cumulative, and a single bacterial genome
can harbor as many as 18 putative phage-defense elements. Overall, elements account for 90% of
the flexible genome amongst closely related strains. The rapid turnover of these elements
demonstrates that phage resistance is unlinked from other genomic features and that resistance to
phage therapy might be as easily acquired as antibiotic resistance.
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Main Text
30

Bacterial viruses (phages) are ubiquitous across Earth’s biosphere and control microbial
populations through predatory interactions (1–3). Because successful killing depends on
molecular interaction with the host, phages display higher specificity than most other microbial
predators—this being an important reason for renewed interest in the clinical use of phages as
alternatives to antibiotics (4). Like antibiotics, however, phage killing exerts strong selection for
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resistance in bacterial hosts (5). Consequently, how bacteria naturally acquire resistance has
important implications for understanding microbial community dynamics as well as the longterm success of phage therapy. Laboratory co-evolution studies have consistently identified
phage-receptor mutations as key drivers of resistance (6–8), with genetic analyses suggesting
secondary contributions by restriction-modification (RM) (9–11) and abortive infection (Abi)
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systems (12, 13). However, because phages target important surface structures such as the
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and membrane proteins as receptors, it is questionable whether
mutations in receptors represent primary adaptive strategies in complex microbial communities
since such modifications frequently incur significant fitness costs (6). Indeed, many additional
defense mechanisms have recently been discovered, including clustered regularly interspaced
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short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) systems (14, 15), and several other yet-to-be
mechanistically characterized defense mechanisms (16, 17). Importantly, genes encoding both
receptors and defense systems have been shown to occur frequently in variable genomic islands
(6, 18, 19), or associated with mobile genetic elements (20–22). However, neither the
predominant mechanisms of resistance to phages nor the dynamics of resistance gain and loss are
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well understood for microbes in the wild, limiting our knowledge of how phage predation
structures diversity and drives evolution of microbial populations.
Here we combine population genomic and molecular genetic approaches to determine
how phage resistance arises in microbial populations evolving in nature. We recently created the
largest genomically-resolved phage-host cross-infection network, using sympatric environmental
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isolates, allowing us to ask at what genetic divergence and by what genetic mechanisms host
resistance to phages arises in the wild (23, 24). This system—the Nahant Collection—was
established in the context of a 93-consecutive-day coastal-ocean time series and comprises over
1,300 strains of marine Vibrio ranging in relatedness from near-clonal to species-level
divergence (25). Vibrio hosts isolated on three different days were used as “bait” to isolate 248
2
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co-occurring lytic viruses by quantitative plaque assays, and each of 245 plaque positive hosts
were subsequently challenged with all phage isolates to establish an all-by-all cross-infection
matrix (Fig. S1A). Phages tend to be highly specific, as indicated by the general sparsity of the
matrix. Additionally, even the most closely related hosts, differentiated by a few single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across the genome, are preyed upon by different phages (Fig.
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S1B). Furthermore, this extends to broader host-range phages that, although capable of infecting
multiple hosts, are typically limited to a single strain within a host clade (Fig. S1C).
Because the observation that nearly clonal bacterial strains are subject to differential
predation suggests extremely rapid evolution of phage resistance, we sought to identify the
responsible mechanism in an exemplary set of 19, nearly clonal isolates of Vibrio lentus. These
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strains share identical nucleotide sequences in 52 ribosomal proteins (Fig. 1A, left) yet form two
groups of 4 and 15 strains subject to differential infection by two groups of siphovirus phages
consisting of 4 and 18 isolates (“purple” and “orange” in Fig. 1A, Fig. S2A-D). While the phage
groups are so divergent that their genomes cannot be aligned (Fig. 1A, top; Fig. S2EF), the two
host groups are so recently diverged that they differ only by 14 SNPs across their entire core
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genome (Fig. S3, Table S1). Re-assaying all pairwise interactions between the phages and hosts
in this set over a wide range of phage-to-host ratios (multiplicities of infections, MOIs) revealed
that representatives of both phage groups can also attach to strains originally scored as non-hosts
and kill them at high concentrations, albeit without production of viable phage progeny (Fig. S4).
This effect, termed “lysis from without” (26), along with observed adsorption of all phages to all
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hosts (Fig. S5), led us to hypothesize that all phages in these two groups can recognize receptors
on all 19 bacterial strains and that differential resistance among these strains is mediated by
intracellular mechanisms rather than by receptor modification.
Supporting our hypothesis, we find that while the two phage types use different receptors,
all bacterial genomes encode both sets of receptors. Transposon mutagenesis data suggests that
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the most likely candidate for the “orange” phage receptor is the Type II secretion system
pseudopilus, while the “purple” phages likely use LPS as a primary receptor and a sodium
transporter as a secondary receptor (Table S2). Despite the two phage groups using distinct
receptors, every identified gene involved in phage entry is identical in nucleotide sequence
across the two host types, and therefore part of their core genome. Additionally, SNPs identified
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upon selecting for laboratory evolved resistance in the host strains following phage exposure
3
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corroborated these results: SNPs in the same receptor loci were identified in the spontaneously
resistant strains, verifying the receptor identification, and suggesting that the mode of SNP-based
resistance evolution observed in the lab is not always representative of that in the wild (Table
S3). All of this evidence supports our hypothesis that receptors do not drive phage specificity in
95

these strains in the environment, leading us to explore potential intracellular mechanisms of host
resistance by a combination of comparative genomics and molecular genetics.
Clustering the pangenome of Vibrio lentus isolates using high-quality genomes generated
by hybrid assemblies of long and short reads (Fig. 1A, right) reveals that each host group harbors
a set of putative phage-defense genes and that all of these genes are housed on large,
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genomically-integrated mobile genetic elements rather than merely being clustered in variable
genomic regions as previously suggested for other defense genes (19). Three and two defined
genomic regions specific to the “orange” and “purple” phage-susceptible hosts could be
identified, respectively (Fig. 1B). These regions appear to be mobile genetic elements, which are
likely transferred via site-specific recombination, because each element contains a defined
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insertion site on the host chromosome, potentially allowing for circularization, and all elements
contain integrases and transposases on their periphery (Fig. 1B, Data S1). Similar elements can
be found in very distantly related strains, suggesting their common horizontal acquisition and
loss (Fig. S6). Because each element carries at least one unique known phage defense system, we
refer to them as phage-defense elements (PDEs). PDE1, PDE4, and PDE5 have Type 1 RM
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systems, and PDE2 and PDE3 have putative toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems, some of which have
been shown to act as Abi systems, killing the host upon phage infection (27). The PDEs range in
size from approximately 10 to 60 kbp, and aside from defense systems and mobile element
proteins, most remaining genes on the elements are unannotated. A striking feature of the PDEs
is that their insertion does not appear to disrupt host functions. For example, PDE1 inserts into
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“orange” hosts’ 5'-deoxynucleotidase nucleosidase (Yfbr) gene, thereby truncating it, but
encodes its own distinct copy of the same gene with a divergent amino acid sequence. Similarly,
although PDE2 disrupts a thiol peroxidase gene upon insertion, it encodes for a second
peroxidase copy in the middle of the element (Fig. 1B, Data S1).
That multiple putative PDEs cluster with phage resistance phenotypes poses the question:
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To what extent each of these elements contributes to the observed resistance? All three PDEencoded RM systems appear active, as methylome data show that the distinct sequence motifs
4
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corresponding to each RM system are methylated only within “orange” and “purple” phage-host
sets—that is, only in the bacterial genomes in which the RMs occur, and in the phages that can
kill those hosts (Table S4). To further characterize the contribution to resistance of a full set of
125

PDEs in the host populations, we systematically knocked out the putative defense portions of the
three PDEs hypothesized to drive resistance of a representative “orange” host strain
(10N.261.55.C8) to “purple” phages (Fig. S7A), and then challenged the knockouts with a
representative “purple” phage (1.281.O) (Fig. 2A, Fig. S7B). This genetic analysis supports that
in addition to the RM-encoding PDE specific to the “orange” host population, both PDEs
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encoding putative Abi systems are also active and contribute to phage resistance in a complex,
cumulative manner. The complexity of the interaction among all PDEs leading to full resistance
is illustrated by deleting them in all possible combinations. Knocking out RM-containing PDE1
alone increased killing tenfold (from 10-1 to 10-2 phage dilution), but still did not yield viable
phage progeny (Fig. 2B). This phenotype is consistent with the expected host-killing of Abi
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systems (28) and led us to hypothesize that there may be a multi-level defense structure
involving the remaining two PDEs as well. Knocking out Abi-system containing PDE2 and
PDE3 independently resulted in no change from the wild type (WT) phenotype. However,
knocking out PDE2 and PDE3 together allowed for both killing and propagation of the phage at
a wider range of high MOIs (10-5 phage dilution). This phenotype is typical of an RM system-
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based defense strategy which is inherently imperfect (29)—at high MOIs, we expect higher
numbers of co-infecting phages and thus an increase in the probability that an inadvertent phageDNA methylation will occur at the target motif and allow a phage genome to escape restriction
and replicate successfully. Knocking out PDE1 and PDE2 together and PDE1 and PDE3 together
resulted in the same tenfold increase in killing observed when deleting PDE1 alone, indicating
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PDE2 and PDE3 provide a certain level of redundancy in protection. Finally, knocking out PDE1
and PDE3 together yields killing at much lower MOIs (10-5 phage dilution), suggesting PDE3 is
a stronger resistance element than PDE2. However, the observed killing still did not consistently
yield viable phage propagation (Fig. 2B). Finally, knocking out all three PDEs simultaneously
resulted in the “orange” strain becoming just as susceptible to the “purple” phage as “purple”
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WT host strains. Therefore, we conclude all three elements are needed for full, WT-level
defense.
Expanding our genomic comparisons to additional closely related isolates in our
collection, reveals that PDEs comprise the vast majority of the flexible gene content.
Furthermore, PDEs account for a large fraction of the unannotated genes therein, thereby
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addressing the general open question of the function of the pan-genome (30). In addition to the
19 clones, we included 4 strains in our collection that are closely related but exhibit alternative
phage sensitivity profiles. Using a k-mer-based approach to conduct all-by-all pair-wise genome
comparisons (31), we identified a total of 30 unique putative PDEs, totaling 862,000 bp in
length, shared by different subsets of the 23 strains analyzed (Fig. S8). The number of PDEs
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ranges between 10 and 18 in each strain and collectively the PDEs account for >90% of the
flexible genomic regions, which can hence be given a tentative annotation (Fig. 3). Even if only
known defense genes but not entire PDEs are considered, these account for 20% of the flexible
gene content (Fig. 3). A similar range of 12-21% of flexible gene content is observed when we
assayed the fraction of known defense genes in diverse other Vibrio species in our collection
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(Fig. S9). Importantly, because this measure only comprises the defense genes but not the entire
PDEs, this suggests that a major portion, and perhaps the majority, of the pan-genome across
these species is involved in phage defense and suggests a path forward for annotating this
enigmatic genetic repertoire.
Defense being entirely relegated to PDEs confirms theoretical considerations that
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resistance genes should be mobile because the cost of resistance limits their utility under
changing predation pressures (22). Our findings demonstrate that the rate of turnover can be
surprisingly fast, with only 14 SNPs accumulating across the entire genome per 5 PDE transfer
events (gains or losses). This finding is likely more general as other Vibrio species in our
collection, for which clonal isolates are available, also differ in their phage predation profiles,
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and even among the bacterial pathogens Listeria and Salmonella that follow a primarily nonrecombinogenic mode of evolution, we observe similarly rapid turnover of putative PDEs (Fig.
S10, Fig. S11). Thus, comparative genomics of near clonal isolates combined with phage hostrange data is a fruitful method to discover novel phage-defense mechanisms in an unbiased way.
However, we emphasize that high quality genomes assembled using long reads are essential

6
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since in our experience PDEs assemble poorly when using short read data, in part due to AT
richness and high density of variable repeat regions.
Because receptor genes are invariant across the two near clonal host groups challenges
the notion that receptor variation is primarily responsible for resistance (6, 19), we asked to what
extent the receptors identified are variable across more diverse populations. Populations are
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defined here as gene flow clusters that also represent ecological units (32, 33), and the
recognition of population boundaries is key for interpretation of gene or allele frequency in light
of selective forces. Surprisingly, looking across 107 Vibrio isolates, spanning 10 populations, all
putative receptors are highly monomorphic on the population level and possibly under purifying
selection. The two genes identified as putative receptors in V. lentus are identical or nearly so at
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nucleotide level within most of the diverse populations and thus well below the average diversity
of core genes (Fig. S12A). This is corroborated by phylogenetic trees showing that all members
of each population carry the same or highly similar gene variants, a pattern consistent with recent
gene-specific selective sweeps, with the notable exception of pseudopilin gene of the Type II
secretion system, which is more diverse in two of the populations (Fig. S12B). Finally, the LPS,
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which frequently serves as primary receptor for many phages also appears similar at the
population level since the genes responsible for synthesis display population-specific
presence/absence patterns suggesting the synthesis pathway is conserved (Fig. S12C). Thus,
although putative receptors can reside in variable regions when more divergent genomes are
compared (19), their evolution appears much more constrained when population structure is
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considered. This constraint may arise because in wild populations, these surface structures are
optimized for ecological interactions, and indicates a key difference from the lab where receptor
mutations frequently arise in phage-host co-cultures (34). This observed invariance thus suggests
that other selective forces that compete with phage resistance play an important role in receptor
evolution in the wild and is consistent with predictions that intracellular defenses should be
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important under such conditions (35). It is possible that receptor-mediated defenses may only be
advantageous under extreme predation regimes, or under regimes of low effective diversity such
as a clonal infection.
The rapid turnover of PDEs implies that phage resistance is essentially unlinked from
other traits within bacterial populations. Low linkage means that in complex microbial
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communities, bacterial core genomes can be maintained over the long-term even in the face of
7
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phage predation, while flexible genome content involved in shielding against phages is highly
dynamic. In particular, our results question whether phage predation can increase microbial
population diversity at the strain level by virtue of Kill-the-Winner type dynamics, which
postulates that fitter genotypes are prevented from outcompeting all others within a population
215

since they are disproportionally affected by phage predation (36). Instead, such dynamics are
likely limited to acting at the resolution of mobile genetic elements and flexible genes, with
limited consequences for the longer-term dynamics of bacterial population core genome
diversity. This means that other factors, aside from phage predation, must drive the diversity
observed in wild microbial populations. Similarly, rapid transfer of PDEs implies resistance to
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phage therapy may be easily acquired and quickly spread through bacterial populations, just as
the connection to mobile genetic elements (primarily plasmids) has led to an unanticipated rise in
antibiotic resistance. Together, our findings suggest that phage resistance is an important, if not
the most important, selective force determining clonal bacterial diversity, with phage-defense
elements potentially explaining a very large portion of the previously enigmatic bacterial pan-
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genome.
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Fig. 1. Near-clonal strains of Vibrio lentus differ in sensitivity to phage predation and differ
in the carriage of mobile genetic elements encoding for phage-defense genes. (A) Phage hostrange matrix with rows representing bacterial strains and columns representing phages. (A-left)
Phylogenetic tree of 52 concatenated ribosomal protein sequences, (A-top) whole genome tree of
viruses, (A-right) hierarchical clustering of whole genome alignments of bacterial hosts. (B)
Gene diagrams of mobile genetic elements specific to the two host groups (as indicated by
orange or purple outlines).
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Fig. 2. Changes in susceptibility to phage killing observed for phage-defense element (PDE)
markerless deletions. (A) Lawns of bacterial hosts with drop spots of a 1:10 dilution series of
“purple” phage (1.281.O). Cartoons on left indicate the presence or absence of different PDEs in
each strain. From top to bottom: “orange” wild type host (10N.261.55.C8), PDE1, PDE2,
PDE3, PDE12, PDE13, PDE23, PDE123, “purple” wild type host
(10N.286.54.F7, positive control), outgroup (10N.261.49.C11, negative control). (B) Re-streak
test for propagation of phage progeny from drop spot clearings. Only infections of PDE23,
PDE123, and “purple” wild type hosts produce viable phages, indicated by secondary
clearing on the re-streak plates.
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Fig. 3. Fraction of the bacterial flexible genome attributed to phage defense. Amongst the 23
clones, an all-by-all genomic comparison shows 91% of flexible regions greater than 5kbp are
putative PDEs. Only 20% of the PDEs match known defense genes while the remining are other
PDE-specific genes, many of which are unannotated (71%).
290
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